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AUSTRALIAN FOREIGN POLICY AND THE WESTPHALTAN MODEL:

CONFRONTING THE FUTURE WITH THE LEGACIES OF THE EAST

Intuto
These are clifficult finies for International Relations (IR) communities around. the
world. Policy rnaking sectors struggle ta adjust ta a volatile global arena in which
ideological commitments and alliances are hastily reformulated, teritorial boundaries
redrawn and new symbols of identity constructed and resurrected. Analytical sectors,
meanwhile, struggle ta find an adequate lexicon of understanding for a world which,
ini the wake of the Cold War and with the onrush of globalisation, has rendered
problematic many of the ideas, concepts and frameworks of meaning which for so
long seemed enduring and fundarnental components of international reality. Indeed
for some the end of the great struggle between the post WW2 superpowers and thec
accelerated influence of extraterritorial actors in global affairs represents the end of
post-Westphalian state systeni in its traditional form and the beginning of a new
global order resonant with the nncertainty, danger and oppomtuity of a revolutionary
age.

as Australia where
des of thouizht and

(post-Westphalian) image of the



tooism' whereby ideas and policy perspectives derived from traditional (i.e. European
and Anglo-American) sources have been accorded taken-for-granted status and
faithfully reconstituted ini quite different (Antipodean, Asia-Pacific) circumstances.
In policy ternis, traitionally, this has resulted in an (ironic) disregard for geo-
political context, and an often desperate pursuit of security within the stratcgic
confines of far-off protectors.

On thic rare occasions when these themes have been addressed ini terms of their
location within a bmoad theoretical tradition emphasis bas been placed upon the
superficial nature of a realist-rationalist <livide ini Australian IR thinking which, it is
contended, bas produced. a narrowly constituted 'English School' of realism in
scholarly circles but, ultimately, no adequate basis for analysing international
relations from an Australian perspective. 1

Since flic 1970s, however, and since thc debacle in Vietnamn in particular, an
incrcasing minority of Australian commentators, from across the ideological
spectrum, have voiccd their concenis about these policy and intellectual
commitments. Most, ini this regard, have expressed concerns about thc tendency,
associated wiUi traditional Uicory and practice, towards engagement in 'other peoples
wars'. Many have urgcd a more nuanced appreciation of Australia's location as an
independent multicultural actor in Uic coming'Asian century'. Ail have emphasised
thc necessity for something other than traditional political fealties and grand-theorised
simnplicity regarding Australia's role as Uic furthest Western outpost ini an anarchical
global arena. 2

For all this thcre have beenindications in thelast decadc or sethat the trdtional
policy and analytical commitments are now aclcnowledged as, at least, problernatic by
mnany within the mainstrcam IR coinmunity, and that a more nuanced and more
comprehensive foreiga policy agenda is now in place. Indecd it bas been from this



It is i regard to these claims, in particular, that the debate over Australia's global
perspectives in the new millennium has intersected with that larger, multifaçeted
debate on the Westphalian legacy in the age of accelerating globalisation. More
precisely it is ini regard to this larger debate over globalisation and future world orders
that Australian analysts and policy practitioners have (largely implicitly) begun to
reassess their Westphalian based frames of reference and readjust their traditional
policy settings.

1 seek ini this paper to make a positive and constructive contribution to this process of
readjustment and reflection, one which retains a genuine sensitivity to the difficulties
faced by policy and analytical communities i the current ea. I this regard I readily
acknowledge that Australia' s current policy agenda, centred on strategies of
' cooperative security' and 'open regionalism', is more sensitive to the complex issues
of regional life than the globalist format which preceded it for so many years, based
on an obsession with external (often Asian) 'threat', and the necessity for <Western,
great power) protection. 4 Acknowledged also is the fact that, at ail levels, much has
been achieved by people of substance and good will i the Australimn. quest to engage
the limitations of its cultural Eurocentricism, its sense of itself as 'the misplaced
continent' and its fear of regional Others i its pursuit of a new global self.

I remain concerned, nevertheless, that amid proclamations of new mind-sets and new
policy directions, Australia's global and regional agenda is still domiated bv some



dimension is starkly evident in mainstream perspectives on Australia's future role and
relationships in the Asia-Pacific region - the keystone issue in our 'new' foreign
policy. Here, for example, questions of class, of religion, of poverty, of environmental
devastation, of gender, of ethnicity, of non-western, non-Christian, non-cite, non-
capitalist views of everyday reality are ignored and/or rendered silent in Ausiralia's
efforts to enhance our politico-strategic and economic position i that region. 5

The consequences of this have, to a large extent, been overshadowed by the drama of
the economic 'melt-down' i some of Australia's most important neighbours since
late 1997. This phenomenon has elicited a good deal of anxiety in some quarters and
more than a littie smugnesa in others, with the Howard Government in particular
infusing ail officiai analysis with the proposition that we (Australia) at least have our
fiscal fundamentals right. This kind of response, I suggest, only reinforces the need
for a broader more comprehiensive approach to future regional relations, one that goes
bcyond (neo-liberal) boundaries of understanding concerning the nature of
'fundamentals'. Indeed as the spectre of widespread social and political unrest grows
amid a region once cclebrated i ternis of econoniic miracles, it becomes clearer that
Australia's 'fundamentals' i this regard need to go far beyond the notion of having
our hands on the right economic levers.



Australia's. Just as signiflcantly the Commision concluded that solutions to future
problems are flot necessarily to be found within the boundaries of either (neo-Realist)
balance-of-power logic, and/or updated 'forward defence' perspectives as some stili
insist nor in (neo-liberal) processes of institutionalised Westernisation prescribed by
many officiai and semni-official analysts. What is crucial, the Commission suggested,
are nuanced understandings of empirical realities Within différent states and societies
and broader preventative strategies which, "remove or alleviate the factors that cause
people, groups, and governments to resort to violence". 7

Which begs flie question of why in the new age of Australia's foreign policy are such
'realistic' issues ignored or dismissed as irrelevant. The question is begged also of
what, ini this case, a more critically nuanced realism might look like in the
contemporary Australian context. 'his latter question 1 will explore in a rudimentary
fashion at flhe end of the paper. For now in regard to the former question the views of
another illustrious figure are worth pondering. I this case, Stephen Krasner, ini his
recent contribution to flhe debate over the Westphalian model and its influences at the
core of contemporary IR tlieory which usefully, if unwiutingly, indicates why there are
s0 many silences on crucial policy themes ini the Australian context.

The value of Krasner's insight in this regard lies in his acknowledgement that a
discernible Westphalian model exists and that, indeed, it remains:

a basic concept for the major theoretical approaches to international
relations, including neo-realism and neo-liberal internationalism for both
of which it is an analytical assumption, as well as for the international
society [English School] perspectives, for which it is an empirical
regularity. 8

More will be added on thec detail of titis model later- At this noint three dimençionnç nf



from this neo-neo linkage. The third, its value in highlighting, in these terms, the
inherent limitations of the Australian debate set, as it undoubtedly is, within the

narrow confines of neo-realist and neo-liberal images of the world. 9

These limitations have been usefully analysed by Steve Smith wbo bas confirmec
'neo-neo' debate as an updated variation on a Westphalian state-centred theme bt
with two more important contemporary characteristics. Ilc fist, the tendency 44,

restrict debate to the prosperous nations of the West and take for granted... many

fuatures of this globalised world"'. The second, the tendency to "support US
interests".' 0 These are traits traditionally very evident within the Australian foreil
policy perspective. They remain very evident in the 1990s at a time when, as

Austraia's future if their utility is not criticaily reN
Westphalian model which, for ail its silenced dime
"4simple, arresting and elegant" image of the world
policymnakers"."

The flrst section of this paper is concerned to provi
review by acknowledging, at least briefly, the inflij



theory and practice are to found because here is to be found the minimalist 'art of the

possible' associated witb post-Westphalian realism. which effectively excludes certain
questions, themes and issues from serious analytical and strategie consideration to the
present day.

More immediately 1 seek here to indicate the dangers of a post-Westphalian
consensus which, from its very beginnings, left out of its analysis some of the crucial
ambiguities and complexities of the late Mediaevai/early modem period in favour of a
particularly narrow representation of the modem inter-state system. This reductionist

process, I suggest, is a major legacy of the Westphalian model in the current era, one
which continues to influence the new foreign policy debate ini Australia.

The end of the Thirty Years War in 1648 and the treaty signed at Westphalia in that
year is comnmonly represented as a historical point of origin for the modem state
system. It represents in this sensé the moment when Res Publica Christiana, the
world of the Holy Roman Empire, of Papal decrec and the moral and legal unity of
the Mediaeval age, gives way to a recognisabiy modem age of state sovereignty,
moral and legal indepedence and religious tolerance and diversity. It saw the
universalist conception of political and moral comnmunity established under Church
and Emperor displaced by a new world order centrcd on autonomy, fragmentation and
the mule of sovereign princes established in territorial and secular-legal terms. More
precisely, the shift from ancient to modem associatcd with the Treaty of Westphalia



political reality. And while Westphalia rightly is understood as a crucial moment in
the modern separation of religion and politics in the inter-state system, even here the
post-Westphalia dictates of the 17th century represented the codification of
developments sparkcd off during the Reformation and initially verified in the Trcaty
of Augsberg (1555). 13

On the other side of the modelled coin, as it were, a range of anomalies and
discontinuities are also evident. Thus, while Papal power was certainly curtailed after
Westphalia the Holy Roman Empire stiil retained great authority inmany areas of the
Buropean Continent, and for ail its formalised status the notion of religious freedom
was a restricted and fragile one in practice. Likewise, for ail the talk of religious and
political independence suggested by the Westphalian model it is worth remnembering
that the resultant sovereignty was restricted to Europcan states (iLe. excluding the
peoples of the Ottoman Empire) and that the fundamental prerequisite for freedomn in
Europe remaincd that of Christianity.

There is another anonialous dimension of the



and the principles of mercantilism. Integral, therefore, to the new world of sovereign
states, in Western Europe at least, was an acceleration of an extra-territorial
'economie' policy designed to enhance and extend the political power of the state.

There is, of course, nothing terribly original about any of this. Historians and
mediaeval scholars generally are well aware of the themes outlined above and, as
such, of the problematic nature of any single consensual model of the post-
Westphalian world which does flot take into account the complexifies, paradoxes and
ambiguities of it. Thec IR community has, nevertheless, traditionally favoured just
such a model, one which divorced the 'political' from the 'economic', the 'internal'
experience of states fromn their 'external' interaction and, most paradoxically, one
wbich effectively ignored the many instances of difference integral to a realist world
of states (ostensibly the deflning feature of a post-Westphalian world order) in favour
of a universalised systeniic sameness (ostensibly the defining feature of a pre-
Westphalian order).

A detailed examination of why this has been the case is beyond the scope of this
paper as is a broad inquiry into the implications of reductionismn and universalism ini
orffhodox IR per se. 14 For now I seek only to pursue elements of this issue which
dircctly connect the question of the Westphalian model to contemporary global theory
and ptice and to Austraiimages ofthe rea wold and its roe witlhi t

Accordingly, its worth pansing briefly to consider another dimension of the process

re flot se



and regulatory principle for the central issues of the day - issues of war and peace, of
religion and politics, of power and wealth, of ethics, and of systemnic order.

Above ail of order. Order was the prerequisite for the more 'liberal' states as they
sought the optimum conditions for tirade within Europe and increasingly i the new
worlds beyond European borders. More inimediately order was the primary concern
of those seeking to make systemic sense of a fragmenting European continent i the.
wake of years of religious and geo-political enmity. Predictably in this new age the
order question was asked most directly and profoundly i relation to the modem
idividual - modem rational man. But the question was asked within a decidcdly pire-
modem context - of man and god - or, more precisely, of man released from the

strictures of god and mediaeval religion.

Ini this context most major l7th century voices were raised i favour of the freedom of
religion, but with an extremely brutal war of religion still firmly i mid the question
of individual freedomn became itrinsically linked to, the question of the implications
of freedom. for broader social order. AccoirdinLylv. familiar tensions emereed on



arena was inevitably characterised by the unfettered passions of the modem free
'individual' with ail its anarchic consequences. Thus, a modemn 'art of the possible'
set within severely restricted cognitive and strategic parameters and an ethos of self-
preservation as the foundation of systemic security.

Spinoza's theologically founded logic drew, of course, upon the most fanious l7th
Century articulation of the Westphalian model for contemporary analysis, that of
Thomas Hobbes. Writing amid the violence and chaos of Civil War and religious war
Hobbes answered the question of order, sovereignty and modem individualism by
recourse to scientific and historical (Thucididean) axioms and a solipsistic ontology
which fr-amed humanlcind as naturaily and necessarily self-interested and egoistic. In
orthodox 'Hobbsean' ternis, accordingly, state sovereignty becomes the necessary and
rational sanction upon the individual pursuit of power. The power of an absolute
sovereign (Leviathan) becomes thus a countervailing force upon the "perpetual and
restless desire for Power after Power that ceaseth only in Death." 15

Prom this perspective the international realm, devoid of such countervailing forces,
becomes the natural but tragic site of power politics in the post-Westphalian world.
For Hobbes the site of a political law analogous to those in the new physics of the age
- the natural law of endemic anarchy - of the struggle for survival among modem
autonomous inclividual states driven by self-interest and the relentless search for
security. For ail this there was in Hobbes' commentary on the modem world of states
a sense, however minimal, of the human capacity for reason-as-self-interest as the
basis for something other than a war of ail against ail at the international level. A



egoism) and of structural anarchy. Around. this core are a series of regulative
principles and taken-for-granted premises which have remained fundamentally
unchanged smnce their crystallisation in the aftermath of Westphalia in the l7th

century. Consequently, ini the contemporary period, a world of sovereign states
engaged in the struggle for power and wealth remains the dominant image of the
Westphalian model of global existence (albeit now in neo-realist competition with
other actors). National security based on state interest remains the goal of a realistic,

policy framework and, in this context, self-help themes deflned. either ini terms of
traditional utilitarian behaviour (balance of power alliance systems) or other forms Of
utility maximisation (via market structures or regime maintenance) remain the most

realistic options for survival and pmosperity in the modemn world.

During the early years of the Cold War this model was, for some, reinvested with its
theological dimension, becoming the 'catechism' of the Western powers in their
alliance struggle against the Soviet Union, with realists such as Neibuhr and
Moraenthau outdoinE Hobbes in reference to the lustful. eL-oistic nature of man aq the



In the 1980s, even in the face of global economic anomalies toc> profound to ignore
the Westphalian model retained its status and power within the IR mainstrean, albeit
in the reformulated genre of the age of IPE, regime theory and the neo-neo debate.
Indeed, at the core of the neo-neo agenda its legacies arc encountercd in the most
forthright fashion. Robert Keohane, for example, made it plain enough, that for al
the ostensible shift in cmphasis froni the traditional equation, a nco-liberal approach
"does flot cali into question the core of thc rcalist mnodel of anarchy" even though it
may "challenge some of thc implications of anarchy for state behaviour". Arthur
Stein, meanwhile, insisted that "the sanie forces of calculating self-interest that lie a:
thc root of thc anarchie international systeni also lay the foundations for international
regirnes". 19

And this is wherc Krasner's comnmentary on thc Westphalian model acts to affirni Uic
meention of thc "Uiree-hundred year consensus" in IR in the space beyond Uic Cold

War and on Uie eve of the twerny-first cenury. Thus, he explains, the Wcstphalian
model provides for neo-Realists, in the 1990s, an "'ontological given" - thc post-
Westphalian state - understood as a "unitary rational actor operating in an anarchic
setting and striving to enhance its well bcing and sccurity". For nco-liberal
institutionalists, similarly, "the actors are [still] assumed to be Westphalian states,
unificd. rational autonomous entnues striving to maximise their utility in Uic face of
constraints that emanate from an anarchie Uiough interdependent international
environment". 20



The second, echoing market place logic from Adami Smith to Cliarles Kindleberger, is
that the fundamental determinant of global behaviour is, and always was, egoistic self
intcrcst. Ini other words the keystone of the Westphalian model in the 1990s is
preciscly that which characteriscd it ini the 1940s and 1950s - and i embryo form i
the mid-l17th century - an egoism-anarchy thcmatic which defmces global reaity in
entirely predictable (power politics) fasbion.

The question remains as to the place of an English School/International Society
approach in ail of this and lil say something more specificaily on this issue shordly, at
least as it pertains to its influence upon Australian IR thinking. Suffice it at this point
to say that whilc there might appear to be fundamental différences with the positions
outlined above (c.g. on the history v structure and contingency v univcrsalism issues)
these differences become less striking if thc International Society perspective is
addressed i an uncritical manner, as it generaily has been in Australia. Suffice it also
to say that when uncriticaily applied it lends itsclf to a variety of positions across the
Westphalian spectrum, ail of which are evident i Australia's foreign policy
perspectives. fIbese range from a rigid hierarchical conservatism via a faith ini the
(Wightian) tendency toward '"recurrence and repetition" in world affairs, to the rather
vague posturing of a rationalist pragmatism, to the optimistic convergence
perspectives of the current neo-liberal institutionalism. Suffice it, finally, to say that,
inteflectually, the treauoent of the International Society approach i Australia has
been pretty ordinary. Most commonly, it has been reduced to a 'great man' narrative
of (essentialiçedI 'hiçtorv' centred nn the 91rent deed.- nf the i Qth centuirv Cne



dileminas into those which might engender 'real' knowledge in a verifiable sense and

those which, by their nature, could flot. And it intersects, with a particular kind of

reconciliation of certain of these dilemnias (of histoiy and structure; the modern

individual and the state; the universal and the contingent and of ethics in a modemn

political world)proffered most profoundly by Max Weber and, during the Cold War in

the U.S., by Kari Popper.

The resuit is an orthodox model of the contemporary global arena which, to one

degrce or another, acknowledges the complexity, ambiguity, contingency and

contestability of ail human thought and behaviour but which then, logicaily and
rationaily, reduces that thought and behaviour to a particular representation of it. I
ontological ternis it reduces hunian intent to basic egoism, and human capacity to

minimal societal interaction based on egoistic imperative. Ini epistemological terms it
reduces the 'known' to a world of independent, tangible, observable objccts, and
'knowledge'. effectively ta that which is disclosed ta us by sensory perception of an
objectified world (and/or that which can be verified by testing procedures) I ternis
of practical politico-ethical co.ncemns it reduces the 'art of tie possible' to a world of
(anarchical) essences, (power politics) fundamentals, and historical recurrences which
are ultimately resistant ta human purpose or altruistic inclination.

lI short it reduces the world ta a representation of it to be found i some of the great
early modem texts touched on above (c.g. Thucidides, Machiavelli, Hobbes) and ta
the great contexnporary rearticulations of their eternal wisdom <EH Carr, Morgenthau,
Waltz and Bull) As such the Westphalian Model is the location of a crucial site of
preference in modem Western thcory and practice. Intellectuaily, it represents a
prefernce for Hobbes' pessimismn about the human condition over say, Cruce's sense



In the broader context of this paper and in regard to the influences of the Westphalian
model on Australian foreign policy in the 1990s it is the political site of preference
which is of more inimediate concern. Here, put simply, the Westphalian tradition

represents a preference for a particular kind of world order and a particular kind of

individual and global identity. Thtis preferred order and identity serves, in turn, a
particular kind of interest, the interest it has ini effect served since the l7th century

that, primarily, of the Western states and those sectors within theni most advantaged

by capitalist modes of production and exchange.

More specifically the Westphalian model is a representation of the world which both

describes and prescribes traditional modes of hierarchical order and which naturalises
market relations in its own (ethnocentric/ldeological ) terms. Since the late 1970s

there has been a pragmatic acknowledgement of the need for power sharing and
burden sharing strategies within Westphalian parameters while, in the 1990s, the

model is perhaps most potently articulated. via 'globalisation from above' strategies
which sce traditional. alliance logic reformulatcd to include a global spectrum of
indigenous 'socialised dites'.22



power and influence of (Western dominated) liberal institutions (eg G7, IMF, World.
Bank, WTO and a malleable UN)

This is flot suggest that the Westphalian model in the 1990s is entirely bereft of
insight or value. On the contrary, it has important insights to offer about how the
world is viewed from the perspective of the most powerful and most privileged. Its
problem, magnifled in the contemporary period, is that it flot concerned with, nor
does it speak to, the many realities outside that of the global clite. This renders it flot

only inadequate analytically but dangerous politically in terms of its inability to
comprehend and/or prevent the implications of its global thcory as practice.

These implications have been a central conccrn of a variety of works in recent years.

The most fascinating insight in many ways has emanated from Samuel Huntington,
always the most candid of realists, who undcrstands the contemporary Westphalian
model, i global practice, for what it is - an updated and reformulated modernisation
project. And, like its 1960s predecessor, Huntington understands that this current
project has much less to do with liberal emancipation'via market frcedom and much
more to do with a greater control of the global arena by 'Western' market actors in
conjunction with indigenous clites and their govcrnmental and niilitary forces.
Hence, his reiteration i the 1990s of the need for those at the apex of global power to
acknowlcdge that the status and privilege of 'Western' civilisation dcpcnds upon a
particular kind of (post-Westphalian) order bemng ini place. Hence, his (Hobbsean



America diplomat suggests that the strategy of the global elite is producing, in the

1990s, greater polarisation between rich and poor than has ever existed before.26

On this general issue, but from another angle, Robison and Goodman have warned the

Australian policy community of the dangers of myopic thinking and policy planning

in this regard. Ini a recent book on developments in nine SEAsian states they

emphasise the dangers of interpreting global reality through Western-elite images of

it. They focus in particular on a "fatal flaw" in traditional perspectives - the desire for

and commitment to political and cultural "convergence". Embedded at the core of

modem Western thought, they suggest, this convergence theme resuits in a particular

way of framing the reality of others as an externalised, idealised image of (Western,

cite-maie, Christian, capitalist) self. The result: the reduction of a heterogeneous

complex world 10 one great "monolithic category" of modemn identity. 27 In the neo-

neo context this leads t0 certain presumptions concerning the responses of others 10

the universally valid inclinations of the self. Ini the SE-Asian context it has led the
Australian foreign policy community to the presumption that political support for

ruling elites and for neo-liberal forms of market economics will enhance the prospects

of 'them' becoming more like 'us', thus serving the Australian national interest, in the
present and i the future. Robison and Goodman's empirical analysis renders this

presumption problematic at best.



religious fundamentalism ... as to support democracy, internationaliSM, secularismn and
free markets,. 28

These were views expressed before the impact of the economic meltdown in SEAsia,
which if anything, threatens to increase tensions, social unrest and unpredictability
within those societies at the heart of Australia's 'open regionalism and 'cooperative
security' policy framework. Which is why, as I indicated at the beginning of this
paper, there are many, witbin Australia and elsewhere around tie world, fearful that
this new/old Westphalian scenario, in any of its guises, is destined flot to produce
greater liberty, prosperity and choice in the post-Cold War era, but instead greater
dichotomies of wealth and impoverishment, power and disenfranchisement, greater
global misery and increasing global (and regional) conflict. It is why, for concerned
Australians in particular, thc dangers of confronting thc future with the legacies of a
Westphalian past are immediate and stark and paradoxical.

This is not for a moment to suggest that Australia should abandon its broader project
of regional integration nor its stated commitment to Uic prolifération of liberal and
demnocratic ideals globally. It can neyer be a simple cither/or consideration. But like
others around thc world. in Uic volatile space bcyond the Cold War it must surely
question thc meaming of ternis such as 'liberalism' and 'democracy' i thc context of

its presumptions about self and others i thc world



unfulfilled analytical and political potential of titis perspective in an uncritical.

Antipodean context. 29

The Westphaloan Model and Australia (1) Some Thoughts on an Unfulitled

Criicl oenti

The Westphalian model, maintains Krasner, provides a 'bchavioural. regularity' for

the English Sohool perspective on the inter-state system, aibeit one based on

intersubjective understanding rather than any explicit structural imperative. More

precisely, the Westphalian model provides for the English Sohool its '<cote concept"?

concenung the contempoirary state system, which is that "ail participants in

international society - public officiais, diplomats, statesmen, political leaders - hold.

the same fundamental views about the nature of the system". From this assumption is

derived the view that while the systemn is anarchical in the traditional sense, the

consequences of anarchy are "socially constructed".3>

Within the highly restricted confines of orthodox IR thinldng the acknowledgement of

a 'social' dimension to anarchy has undoutably provided a potential for something

other than the structurally determined security dilemnia-cum-market anarchy format

of much realism-cum-neo-rcalism. Ini particular, and put simply, there exists a much

greater potential for acknowledging, undcrstanding and responding to change if

systemic, structural and institutional relations are recogiscd as socially constructed.



workings of the state system thus provide intersubjective nonms and rules and
regulative principles as an effective basis for order, rather than the more explicit
(structural) manifestations of the security dilemma. Ini this context the reality of
global life can be conceived of in ternis of the histonical application of norms and
miles and voluntarist national activity among states, rather than. in ternis of
unchangeable anarchical structures.

Ibis is the kernel of the International Society perspective bcqucathed to the
Anglophile mainstrearn in Australian IR and there is obvious potential within it for a
more nuanced, contemporary understanding of global life in the 1990s. The point,
however, is that it was only ever a kernel, only even a potential ini the works of Wight
and Bull which were still overwhelmingly imbued with the more orthodox
preferences of the Westphalian model. The problemn in the Australian context is that
instead of building upon this potential and developing this kernel, the tendency has
becn to luxuriate in the slipstreamn of the nealist 'great mids' rather than rigomously
confront their analytical and political insights as the basis of a cnitically incisive
rcalism for the 2l1st century.

level i the lack of critical attention paid to Wight's highly
proach that even Bull acknowledged was embedded in a
1) essentialismn and the assumption that there was "a
story of ideas which is thcre waiting to be discovered". 31

and



Australian analysts pragmatically accepted Bull's rejection of the US orthodoxy,
"breathiledj a sigh of relief and got back to what thcy were doing" rather than
seriously engaging in a debate over the meaning of what they were doing in the
period of the Vietnam War. 3 2

Even more significantly, perhaps, ini accepting without question Bull's critique of the
scientific JR approach it allowed Australian realists to avoid thinking seriously about
the major wcaknesses in their own, and Bufl's, approach to thcory and practice. If
Australian analysts had been a littie more rigorous in this regard they might have
acknowlcdged the paradox of an attack on the scientific pretensions of the

behaviouralists from a position firnily entrenched within positivist metatheoretical
parameters. They might, in this context, have questioned Buil's commitment on the

one hand to a strict (Andersonian) ontology, centred. on a world of atomised,
contingent entities and, on the other, to an intersubjective realm of social meaning
(Le. the Hobbsean/Solipsisrn dilcmma) 33

ail 'things' ini relation to his study of order and justice in 1



issues of justice and democratic change are stili regarded as 'naturally' and/or
'logically' beyond the range of the possible for Australian realists.

Lamenting the uncritical nature of the maînstreani IR community, in this regard, one
of its disillusioned souls has pondered the part played by a broader social
environment characterised by "conservatism, cynicism, and pragmatismn". 34 My own

view is that the problem is a more precise one centred on the ail encompassing
preference regime which is the Westphalian model. On the other hand, it might be a
trait integral to the English School per se, given John Vincent's proposition that

realists in Britain generaily have 'flattered Hobbes by imitating him" in their
contemporary IR analysis. 35

Whatever the reason, this tendency to flatter by imitation has, 1 suggest, been
detrimental to Australian IR scholarship and to the process of foreign policy training
and planning down the years. It is also detrimental to the memory of two fine
soholars, in Wight and Bull, whose conservative erudition deserves more than
reification and imitative flattery. Above ail what their contributions deserves is an
acknowledgement that imitation is not the sincerest form of flattery at ail - but that
criticism is. Or, more pertinently, as Terrence Bail once pointed out, to expose the
contribution of scholars who have given us insight and understanding to serious and
critical analysis is to pay it the highest compliment - the Socratic compliment. 36

No such compliment has been paid to the major thinkers of the English School by
their Australan imitators. Instead, any critical potential an International Society



reducing the issues of stratification and systeniic change to a,"simple distinction

between the great powers and the reSt". 3 7

In his later works Bull, in particular, did begin to shift this focus a littie concentrating,

for example, on the conduct of the major powers in their dealings with Third World

societies. But even here he continucd to invoke a l9th century Concert of Europe

model as integral toany solution to the North/South problem, on the basis that it was

under the auspices of the European great powers that an international society was,

developed which begat a "state of progressive development" globally, centred on

concerns for human rights, liberal individuallsm and the rule of international law. 3 8

Bull clearly did flot intend to be insensitive or narrowly ethnocentric in this early

articulation of the realism-as liberal -institutionalism theme. But the Problem was flot

'arned



substantial limitations, particularly concerning the questions left unasked in our
'cooperative security' andi 'open regionalism'policy perspectives.

1 want to turn now to two dimensions of Australia's new policy agenda with this
theme in minci. The first centres on the contribution of Gareth Evans, the former
Foreign Minister in the Keating government, in many ways the architect of-the
&cooperative security' perspective andi someone who deserves great credit for the
intellectual energy he brought to the Foreign Affairs portfolio. Evan's more
immediate significance is that bis major analytical work Cooperating For Peace
(1995) represents the most intellectually worked-out statement of the new foreign
policy approach to 'cooperative security' in the 1990s. The second dimension I
explore here concerns the major focus of Australia's current foreign policy - the
Asia/Pacific region - but it concentrates on the silenced other side of the 'open
regionalism' policy andi some of the themes and issues left out of officiai andi
mainstream representations of that policy andi its goals. In regard to both of these
foreign policy dimensions I argue that Australia is forsaking the opportunity for more
innovative andi less dangerous approaches to the world, primarily because its claims
for new world insight remain firmly embedded in old world (Westphalian) mind-sets.

The Westnhallan Model and Australia (2lThe Convertgence Theis and
'Coçin=rt*ng For Peace'

and Evans"



protector and the American Alliance the keystone of security and defence. The
dominant logic of the alliance strategy down the years has been that of the insurance
policy - the notion that if Australia faithfülly pays its dues to its great power ally - it

will someday reap the protective dividends. The strategic principle integral to this
logic has been 'forward defence' - the notion that Australian security and sovercignty
is best maintained by involving ourselves in offshore military conflict in order to
support the protector and/or prcempt direct attack on the Australian continent. In this
context the 'dues' have for the most part been paid by young Australians in far-off
wars as Australia has time after time leapt enthusiastically to the bugle call of its

proteCtor.40

The (ostensible) end of the traditional cra came in the wake of the Vietnam War as
Australia began to confront the implications of the US strategic withdrawal from the
SEAsian region. Importantly, this shift in orientation was flot prompted by a critical,
reassessment of Australian policy even aftcr the Vietnam debacle. Rather, the
decision was cffcctively forced upon Australan policy planners by changes ini US
policy attitudes outlined in the Guam Doctrine (1969). In this game of 'follow my
leader' changes were, ncvertheless, discernible by the late 1970s and early 1980s as
challenges to US global hegemony on the econoniic front, the British decision to turn
towards the EC and the emergence of new dynamic actors in Asia (c.g. Japan) acted
as further catalysts for foreign policy reasscssment.



Independence in (US) Alliance, I the 1990s, this goal has been retained as Australia
reformulates the globalist stances it advanced. during the Cold War in favour of an
enhanccd focus on cooperative security via regional integration, the power of market
forces, and the persuasive influences of Westernised epistemnic communities.

In Governmental ternis the 1980s and 1990s has seen a period of policy dynamism
unmatched in Australia's otherwise cautious and 'frightened' political hiStory. 41 I
particular during the Hawke and Keating ALP governments, between 1983 and 1996,
the new synthetic approach was most evident in Australian enthusiasm for the APEC
grouping, and ini increasing mainstream support for a new security agenda based less
on traditional (e.g. deterrence) premises but on trade-based processes and the
liberalisation of regional and global relations. This is where Evans, as Foreign
Minister in the Keating Government made, an important contribution to the policy
debate. More specifically, and to his credit, Evans now acknowledged that if a
genuine shift was to occur in Australian policy practice a shift was necessary also in
the mind-sets of the Australian JR community. Consequently, the issue of old-mind
sets is very much to the fore in Evan's CZmigfrPae(1995). hIdeed, the
criteria he establishes for producing a mature, independent Australian foreign policy
for the future rests on the attempt to construct a 'new (liberal-realist] m-ind-set in the
conduct of international relations ...one which endeavours to move beyond [orthodox]
power politiCS". 42

flic prcblem with this endeavour is not its intent but the theoretical
unselfromisciousness at its (Westphalian) core. Accordingly, in the attempt to change



answering it. More specifically, by framing the question as a process in which (an
essentialised) international conimunity merely responds to the t'security problems of
the world as we now find it', Evans reduces the parameters of the debate to a
traditional epistemological equation, one which reformulates the spectator theory of
knowledge in terins of a new rational subject (the homogenised "international
connnunity") confronting an objectified, independently existing "world as we now
find jt" ,whose vicissitudes we (flhc international community) can only respond to.

From this (meta)theoretical foundation Evans responds predictably enough to the
world 'out there' in representing it in the axiornatic liberal-realist ternis of the neo-
nco debate. Thus, the world is now characterised by an "unprecedented level of
coniplex interdependence between states" and a "shift in national agendas whereby
economic well being now supersedes preparation against rnilitary threat". 44Policy
prescriptions naturally follow froni this, ini particular a 'cooperative security'
perspective centred on thec premise that security problenis in the future have their
solutions ini the prolifération and influence of liberal regirnes and institutions. More
precisely, the antidote to Cold War realpolitik for Evans (as it was for Bull and
Wight) is the accelerated developroont of a cultural homogeneity within the
international cornmunity, based on a global convergence toward Western institutional
structures and values and capitalist economic logic. For Evans, moreover, this
convergence process is entirely consistent with the flow of (post-Cold War) global
history and the inexorable shift towaitis Western fornis of political and economnic
governance. A process already vezy evident as:



and others, ini the 1920s and 1930s, who sought to intervene in old world conflicts on
behaif of liberal-rationality and the universalising logic of global capitalism. There is
a more than a hint here also of the (broadly) Hegelian progressivism intrinsic to
Fukuyanua's post-Cold War celebration of the victory of the 'West' - a victory
proclaimed in the name of an increasingly homogenised world order. (Fukuyama,
1992)

This is flot to suggest that Evans' perspective is 'idealist' in the traditional sense of the
term in IR - i.e. as the dichotomiùsed opposite of realismn. Rather, the perspective
outlined in CQeaigfrPaeis idealist in the way that realism always was. It is
ontologically idealist in the way it frames its metaphysical subjects and objects. It is
analytically and politically idealist in the same way that realismn has been smnce the
late 1930s when it, paradoxically, proclaimed itself the successor to Wilsonian
utopianism. This paradox of course is startlingly clear ini anotuer influential work of
the English School ini Australia, E.H. Carr's The Twenly Years Crisis (1964) which
attacked interwar idealism on the basis that its particularistic interpretation of global
reality blinded its advocates to the fact that it was an interpretation. - primarily a US
interpretation - that did flot necessarily describe the reality of a world ini which tue
interests of huge numbers of people were flot served by Western, liberal-rationalist
and market centred logic. 46

One need flot reject Carr's insightful critique of the Wilsonian position to recognise
the paradox of it, and of realism generally, in its promotion of the same
particularistic-cum-universalistic scenario since the end of WW2. And while
circumstances dictated that tue realist uversalist pursuit be represented in less



capitalist values and philosophical principles?; Is this really what is happening in the
old Soviet Union?; Is Africa really engaged in the voluntaristic surge toward
Westernisation after s0 many tragic attempts to impose it?; Are the peoples of China,
outside the sliver of capitalist opulence on the east coast, really committed to the
Western way?; Are the great majority of peoples on earth really looking to the UN,
the IMF, World Bank and the new WTO as the fount of future cooperation, wisdomn
and security?; Are these exemplar liberal institutions really seen as constitutive of
fairer, more responsible forums of prosperity for the increasingly impoverished of the
planet?

I suggest not. For many, on the contrary, this wbole scenario is just another "fairy-
tale" invoked by those in the wealthiest societies who celebrate the positives of a
market-driven global economy while effectively ignoring its devastating impact upon
the global losers - Le. the 1.3 billion people designated by the World Bank in 1993 as
the absolute poor, and/or the 2 billion people who daily do not have access to, cean
water; and/or the 1 billion people worldwide who are chronically malnourished;
and/or the estimated 55 million child labourers in India working to, produce goods and
services at the lowest possible conts. From this perspective then this is a fairy tale,
like many others, with a sinister dimension, one that, for example, speaks the
language of gross national product, groas profit and per-capita incomne etc., but which
leaves silent questions of structural impoverishment, environmental devastation, the
destruction of identity, the promotion of landlessness and refugee flight, and the
continuing tragic story of the failure of "trickle-down" logic.



Further, at the very moment when Australian foreign policy is celebrating a
resurgence of a homogenised value-system globally, there is a great deal of empirical
evidence suggesting that precisely the opposite phenomenon is most characteristic of
the global arena in the 1990s. As one commentator has recently concluded, in terms
entirely prescient to the Westphalian context, the likelihood is that Western
perspectives and political structures will struggle to survive in the 2lst century as,
around the world:

there is a growing recognition that the universal authority which Western
societies have claimcd for their institutions and values are based on
nothing more substantial than the global power western states exercised
during their brief period of hegemony ftom the l6th century to the
present. 48

nhus, while in the traditional heartland of Westphalian realist concern, the ecite
forums of North America and Western Europe (and the odd Pacific middle-power) the
convergence case might well be plausibly (if problematically) made, its essentialist
and universalist perspective begins to pale rather rapidly beyond these parameters.
The reason for this goes beyond any new/old acknowledgement of "uneven
development" to be found ini works such as Cg aigfrPae'It goes to the
conceptual weaknesses at the core of a Westphalian model which framnes the world
from the perspective of ruling clites and the homogenising experiences to be foumd
within this milieu.

>etwcen states, producing
ý". But it cannot assume that
mnscnsus throughout the global



has flot been lost on somne of those who have been its strongest advocates. Hence,
their recent efforts to clarify what the policy actually stands for.

One of Evan's chief advisors on the Cop' in -o ' 'c projeot has, for example,
offered a Huntmngton type corrective to the 'cooperative security' debate, emphasising
that 'cooperation' in this regard is dependent flot so much upon any benign
conversion among the self-interested masses, globally or regionally, but on the major
Western states (and their middle-power partners) increasing their support for ruling
elites in "less secure" regions of the world. The actual nature of the policy of
'cooperative security' is on this basis an exlemplary neo-Realist one, which seeks the
enhancement of "dominant economic processes" in regions where problems of
diversity and différence might hinder the homogenisation/convergence project. Ihis,
it is acknowledged, might "generate internai injustice and regional disparities", but

because it is interested above ail in "state security",
than "people security". 51



phenomnena as environmental degradation, AIDS, poverty and war under the common
rubric of insecurity...b>cause] to do so will simply lead to confusion".53

This is a particularly acute and rather sad reflection of a 'new' Australian security
mind-set ostensibly designed to engage Australia with an Asia/Pacific region
characterised, undoutably, by positive economic and social factors in recent years'but
riddled also with the implications of 'environmental degradation, AIDS, poverty and
war' and massive, unavoidable' confusion'. It indicates once again that for ail the fip-
service paid to new mind-sets Australian security perspectives remain embedded
within the traditional Westphalian mind-set, in which security still means state-
security and state-security remains effectively detached fromn the everyday strugglcs
and tensions of 'internai' society.

'Me mnadequacy of this traditional perspective is evident enough in the observations of
other, less constrained cominentaries on the nature of daily life i the Asia/Pacific
region.-' 4 This inadequacy is magnified i the report ofIle Cmmissin.on Gloal
Goxernanc..which, i its inquiries into the tragedies i places such Somalia, Rwanda
and Haiti, found that social breakdown and conflict were intrinsically connected to
the very issues regardcd as "too confusing" by the mainstream security sector i
Australia, the prime advocates of the 'cooperative security' policy. 55 Thie
commission thus concluded that i other vuinerable regions of the world a new kind
of preventative security regimen is required which:

must first focus on the underlyig political, social, economic and
environmental causes of conflict. [Becausel over the long run, easing
these is the most effective way to prevent conflict. Such a basic approach
is also lilcely to cost less than action taken after conflicts have erupted. 56

in the context of an Australin foreigii policy
n within an increasingly vuinerable Asia/Pacific
as of a 'cooperative security' perspective based on



In the final section of the paper I want to touch briefly on what this can mnean, in
practice, and what its implications might be for Australia in the medium to long term.
Her, ini particular, 1 return to an carlier theme, concerning the questions and issues
left out of Australia's 'open regionalisin' policy. Here, more specifically, 1 touclion
what I consider to be perhaps the most dangerous and most silenced aspect of the
Westphalian model in its Antipodean representation - its intrinsic connection to global
and regional forces engaged in precisely the kcind of authoritarian, anti-liberal and
anti-dmcai processes Australian foitign policy ostensibly seeks to couniter.

The Westphalian Model and Australoa (3) Towards 'OQn Rgional*sm' oR

My argument in this section of the paper is that Austraia's 'cooperative security' and
'Opel) regionalism' policy perspectives are neither cocpull 83mirclya

adequate as they might be because of at least three asptions they malce i relation
te an enacdengagement with the AsaPcfcregion. The flrst, that an adequate

undrstndig of the strategic and/or polUtical culture of the peoples of the.
Asi/Pciicregion can be gained by ageti the views of the upper echelons of

thei miitar an Govmmetaisec<tors. The second that, i the post-Col4 War ea,
notions of a global movement twrsliberal-eorc and cultural hmgnsation
cali be evaluated via theç perspectives 0f state-spnoe psei omnte
and/or the narrowly conceived institutionas of regional 'scaie' eUtes. The
third, that patterns of global life embedded for three centuries or more in Western

Any doubt that these are the prevailing ass ptons,



forums of elite power and influence (c.g. as exemplified in the 'second track' CSCAP
grouping on Asia/Paciflc security)

The problemn again concerns what is left out, ignored. and rendered silent, in
Austraia's 'open regionalism' policy, which compliments its cooperative security
counterpart ini placing more specific emphasis on the convergence thesis and the
homogenising role of a range of multilateral institutions committed to the goals of the
liberalisation of global and regional markets (c.g. APEC) As indicated above it is
simple enough to take issue with this convergence theme in the larger global context,
particularly in regard to great masses of the world's population (in Africa, the former
Soviet Empire and the vast hinterland of China, for example) for whom notions of
cultural homogenisation and capitalist-based liberalism represent something other
than everyday reality. But even in Australia's immediate region where (recent
hiccups aside) celebrations of the 'Asia/Pacific century' are already underway there is
an effectively silenced other side to this story that we must begin ta take account of if
optimism and celebration are not to turn ta acrimony and long-terni policy heartache.
58

On this other side, as a number of NOOs have pointed out, are saine of the major
losers i the globalisatian-cuin-modernisation praject (c.g. the poor agricultural
masses of the region, the rural landless and wage labourers) and an everyday reality
(c.g. of impoverished women, of forced migration and of a destrayed environinent)
with the potential ta do substantial damage to Australia's future ambitions in the
Asia/Pacific region. 59 I particular Australia's multilateral murket-led foreign. policy
might, in titis context, be effectivèly detaching aur policy perspectives frain the
evcryday realities of regianal life in which latent anger might well be converted into
serious unrcst.



mecbanised farniing operations of the advanced economies. As one NGO report has
put it, the consequences will be "the undermining of entire rural communities and
their way of life with disastrous social consequences and greatly increased disruption
and unrest in the region". 6 0

Another dysfunctional consequence might arise from issues concerning the 'women
question' in the region, an issue effectively excluded from Australian analysis, but
one wbich now includes, ini Spivak's ternis "the urban sub-prolet&ian femnae.. the
[newj aaigai subjeet of the current international division of laboue>'61 Under
85ly criteria titis is a major silence in any realistic analysis of the Asi/aii region
when one considers that wc are speaking here of around 80% of the workforce in
South Korea's ecport industries, and approximately 85% of the total workforce i
Taiwan's free-trade export zoewith similar figures appropriate to the worfre
ih hilipns Malaysia, ludia, Bangladesh and Indonesia. 62

The great atrcto0f yowig femnale labourers in these countries is that, for the
present at least, they are easily exploitable. I Malaysia, for exanipl, which bas
neither minimum wage legisiation nor unionisation on the grounds that it would be a

"dsnetive to frininvcstment" youmg women work in the eetoisidsr
for 45(U) cs pe hur. Iidonesia the strigwage for a feml pe ssw
iu set at $US 1.35 per day, and sadly,f not srrsnlarcn L uvyrpre

tha 88 ofIndncsanwomen who work for this wage were found to be ufrn

result inm the. violent 0ersso f trade unions nd only recently thei. es and six-
year jailsentence ofa poietunion official iIdesa 64 Even mr eet
one sees repors of iota izivolving 400 workers at a Nilke factory in Idnsa(which



labour. 65 Ini Malaysia, meanwhile, there is evidence that the treatment of women
workers, and of many more mnen and womnen wrenched from their familles and their
rural homes, is promoting significant movements of political resistance. 66 And well
before the present 'economic' crisis in Indonesia, this ldnd of exploitation on the part
of indigenous and corporate elites, and deeper frustrations over political and
economnic disparities, were motivating forces behind the unparalleled rioting of
August, 1996.67

Beyond Malaysia, Vietnam and Indonesia, clites throughout the Asia-Pacifle are
facing similar problerus, where movement of dissent and resistance are becoming
increasingly militant, as impoverished women workers poin the more general calis for
labour rights, as students demand greater demnocracy, as slum dwellers demand the
right to housmng and as the urban poor express their discontent with the conditions of
daily 11fe. AUl of these groupings, in their different ways, reflect a growmng
disenchantinent with the elitist, undemocratic and highly inequitable modes of
developinent and governance across the region and the globe.

Another area of disenchantment, with an increasing potential for disorder and
instability, concerus the huge upsurge in worker migration that has accompanied the
breakdown of traditional rural 1f. and the rise of a new urban industrial revolution
throughout most of the region. In 1995 it was estimated that there were soin. 2.6
million migrants currendy working tbroughout the Asia/Paciflc region. Ini the
construction industry, in particular, foreign workers are playing an increasingly
important role in a context in which the prolifération of massive public works projects
and serious labour shortages in many of Asia's booming conomies are fuelling an
ever growing nccd for the importation of foreign labour. In Malaysia's construction
industry aione 80 % of the labour force consists of forcign workers. 68



the Philippines has recently had to import welders for construction projects following

shortages caused by the export of Filipino welders to Japan and Taiwan. In somne

cases whole regions are being mntegrated into international labour circuits as the

traditional frarneworks of life and work are broken clown. 69

The structural dynamic at the core of this phenomenon - the unevenness of capitalist

development throughout the region - has, in itself, created significant tensions within

and across the its major states as indigenous clites and workers confront the growing

diasporas of labouring migrants. This has increased speciflc tensions on issues of

ethnicity, religion and national identity, issues that have proved so volatile and

dangerous in other areas of the world and have the potential to do so in a rapidly

changing Asia/Pacific. Thec disaster wrought by the economic melt-down in the

region, has enhanced the probability of large-scale violence in this context as host

countries and immidgrant populations clash over fundamental issues of identity and

security in areas vital to our regional foreign policy.70

Tensions of another kind have arisen over the ecological disaster that has

accompanied the dispersion and dislocation of peoples and socicties in the

AsialPaciflc. Ini this context the top-clown models of high-spccd, export-led

industrialisation which have madle possible rapid rates of economnic growth, have also

brought large-scale pesticicle poisonings, air pollution, falling water tables,
unrcgulated waste disposal, depletion of forest and oceanic resources and lancl

degradation. In South Korea the sulphur dioxide content in Seoul's air is the worst in

the world, causing close to 70% of the rain falling on theccity to be so acidic as to

pose a hazard to human beings. In urban Thailand, the problems are equally

disturbing with the dangerous levels of air pollution impacting most scvcrely upon

children i Bangkok who now have among the worlcl's highest levels of lead in their

blood.,7' In China, a relatively late-comer to export-led inclustrialisation, the problems

of rapid industrialisation are becoming ail too visible. Ancl while one could detail a



unregulted dumping of industrial and toxie waste which has also polluted rivers,
damaged coastal systems and poisoned aquifers. 7 2

While indusirial waste has become a serious problemn across the Pacific, arguably the
most alarming environmental issue bas been the rapid. loss of SEAsia's rainforests.
Estimates of the amount of Indonesian rainforest deforested per annum ranges from
600, 000 to 1.2 million hectares, while Indonesia now bas the longest list of species
threatened with extinction of any country in the world, serious soil erosion, flash-
flooding, mudslides, and river systems that have serious siltation problems. 73 The
political consequence of this for a Suharto regimne already facing rebellion and
resistance to its rule East Timnor, Aceh and West Kalimantan, is an increasingly
unstable situation in West Papua, where the multinational Freeport mining operation
has corne under physical attack by local communities angered at the resulting
environmental destruction, and the disiocative effects that thousands of Javanese
trans-migrants are having on the province. 74

In responding to these de stabilising forces, governing clites in Indonesia and across
the region have deploycd ail-to-farniliar tactios in order to keep a lid on simmering
social tensions. This has led to a spiral of violence and mnstability which bas seen the
human rights records of, for example, Burma, Cambodia , China and Indonesia
actually worsen since 1996.75 It is in this context, in particular, that some serions
questions necd to be asked of Australia's foreign policy commitmcnts to these ruling
clites and. to the convergence propositions underlying this commitmnent.

Ini Burmia, for example, Australian policy-makcrs have steadfastly rejected calls for
action against thc SLORC, arguably thc world's rnost repressive regirne, in favour of
an ostcnsibly evcn-handcd position on trade. Bcyond it explicit trade interests,



emphasis) 76For those closer to the cveryday reality of life under SLORC this is at
best a cynical piece of officiai double-speak. At worst it represents a policy of
complicity in the thoroughly documented evidence of SLORC repression, torture,
martial law, arbitrary arrest and extensive use of child and slave labour in its
development and infrastuctural projects, aimed priniarily at attracting multinational
capital and tourism from counitries like Australia."7

It is against this sort of background that the recent rekindling of the Cold War
'forward defence' policy by the Howard Govcrnent becomes even more significant,
particularly given Defence Minister McLachlan's statemnents on the need for oloser
tics with military forces in the region and the possibility of Australla becoming
cngaged in the "internal probienis" that our 'Iricnds" in the region niight have. 78 nhe
probleni here is not enaeet per se with regional forces. nme value, in general, of

confdene bildng easreswith ipratmilitary ncighbours is iindoubtedly a
sensible option in the larger foreign policy context.

nei probleni, as this section of the piper lias souglit to illustrate, is that there arc
sorne fairly 4biu angers asscae with becoming militarily cngaged An a region
where many of our ruling elite' 'fred'are Iikely te be the targets of violent confiet
An thc foresecablefuture. Nowhere are these dnesof more concemn than in rlto
te, the internai situto of thie Suharto reginie and where the ever-coe politico-
strategic liuks bçtween Aut mlaad Inoeia might just rcquire ataitoa (c.g.
niilitary) eixample of our 'friendsliip'.



the urban middle-classes, intra-elite conflict has erupted, sometimes within Suhartols
ruling clique.79

This is flot quite the spontaneous phenomenon it has been portrayed as in much of the
Western media, nor is the conflict generated entirely by the recent economic crisis.
For many in Indonesia the nepotismn and corruption of Indonesia's ruling clite bas
been a factor of great distress and anger for years. Ini recent times, significantly, titis
bas led influential Muslim leaders and many others across the political, ethnic and
religious spectrum to condemn the avarice of the Suharto family in particular, and just
as significantly to condemn the prevailing 'Western' developmnent policies pursucd by
the Indonesian government. 80

I one sense, of course, the behaviour of the Indonesian ruling elite is flot surprising,
given that a recent Asian intelligence report rated Indonesia "the most corrupt country
in Asia" even in a situation where corruption "is increasing in almost eveiy country in
the region". 81Nor should it be surprising in the larger historical context if one recalis
that a CIA study carried out in 1968 concluded that the Suharto regime came to power
on the back of "one of the worst mass murders of the 20th century" which saw the
wholesale slaughter of opposition groups in the mid- 1960s. 82 I this context too, as
reports from Eust Timor bave starkly illustraWed old and murderous habits die hard.

So too, it seems, does Australia's response to the inurderous behaviour of our new
regional 'great and powerful friend'. The point here, of course,, is that unless one
views flic Whitlamn era (1972-1975) in exceedingly rosy ternis it is clear that even at
this time, amid the flrst great flowering of Australia's new liberal internationaliani,
flic fundamental principles of flic Wcstphalian model were as dominant as ever. So
much so, that in 1975 whexi faced with a crucial policy question provoked by the
appeals of the East Timorese people for democratic self-determination, the ALP



of indigenous origin. Consequently, it was in Australia's national interests (and the
interests of the free-world) to support the regional great power, Indonesia, in its brutal
but necessary repression of East Timorese independence. 83We are stiil to sec
precisely what the implications of this decision will be for Australian foreign policy.
Suffice to say that any future pmoblems ini relations with the Suharto regime (or any
similar successor) emanate from a choice made by an AU> government, two-dccades
before the 'melt-down' crisis, to reject a claim for democratic seif-determination in
favour of a three-centuries old model of (European) power politics reality.

In the current period of 'economic' crisis the Australian foreign policy establishment
continues to dling to the most corrupt government in Asia in a quite extraordinary
way. So exliraordinary that Deputy PM Fischer recently invoked Suharto as 'perhaps
the world's greatest figure in the latter half of the 2Oth Century"'. M4But this lcind, of
judgement is by no ineans the exclusive'preserve of the current Conservative
government. Former AU> leader Paul Keating was an enthusiastic supporter of the
Suharto regime and over the past decade or so Australia's 'open regionalism'
perspective has been charactenised by the desire to place aIl its "diplomatic and
strategic eggs into the Suharto basket". 85

Whatever else ail titis might mean in the longer term it surely suggests that a number
of crucial questions need addressing on Australia's seemingly unequivocal
relationship with a regime founded on brutal and increasingly fragile foundations.
And while onte might not endorse entirely thc view that Indonesia is "a time-bomb
slowly ticking away" above Australia's northerni coastline it is evident enough that
Suharto's regime is essentially unaccountable and repressive and detached from thc
everyday needs of thc great majority of Indonesians, particularly at a time of social
dislocation and crisis. 86

I this situation Australian policy-makers run Uic risk of becoming detached frai» thc
forces of change that are bccoming increasingly insistent ini Indonesia, as they reject



more pluralistic forni of govemnance in a post-Suharto Indonesia as the basis for long-
terni stability and prosperity. Indeed, for long-tinie commentator on the region, Peter
Hartcher, this is already the "towering silence" of Australian foreign policy. 87

At this point it is worth rccording that the concernis outlined above are given short
thrift by officiai andi/or mainstreain commentators, who insist that Australia's policy
preferences in the region addt up to prudent realismn. From this perspective Australia's
relations with the region's ruling elites, andi its restricted frame of policy reference,
represents an uptiateti concerni to retain and enhance traditional kinds of security
guarantees (with major powers) while gradually engaging in a new uncertain
integrationist procedures. From this perspective, moreover, it is the systemic
constraints upon a small or middle-power such as Australia which are regardeti as the
paramount factor in the decision process, flot any preference for a particular regime, or
a particular mode of maintaining order. From this perspective, in short, the
Westphalian model 'art of the possible' remains a severely restricted one. 88

I have been critical of this kinti of response throughout this paper. There is, however,
nothing of analytical value to be gaineti by condemnation in this context. There is
salience too in the argument that as a middle-power with only limiteti capacity to,
compete in the global market-place Australia is, by definition, working under
'constraint'. I have argueti, nevertheless, that we need to think more acutely about
what the parameters of policy constraint actually are ini Australia's present situation,
radier than simply assuming into policy reality a (Westphalian) grand-theory of
constraint. Or, as the carlier sections of the paper sought to explain, we need to think
moe acutely about how a grand-theory of constraint became so embetideti within the
Australian IR consciousness that any counter-questioning of it is simply deemed
inappropriate, irrelevant andi/or 'unreal'. 89 This has been an issue underlying this final
section of the paper wliich, in a variety of ways, has sought to illustrate that there are



At the ver>' least it is clear that there are major problems on the horizon if greater
attention is flot paid to the (empirical) detail and (politico-cultural) spccifics of our
gencral engagements with the region, and if we fail to think serious>' enough about
the opportunities as well as the dangers inherent in our present situation. There can
be no an>' easy answers for the Australian policy community in this regard, nor do I
have an>' simple answers to offer to the questions they must now asic of the global
arena. But as 1 have stresscd throughout this paper my concern is that man>', within
thc policy sector and within thc mainstrcam analytical community, continue to seck
easy (modellcd) answers and adopt simple (modelled) preferences at a moment in
Australia's history when we have little margin for error in ourjudgements about what
arc thc most adequate and lcast dangerous conceptual and stratcgic directions for thc
2lst century. I thc brief concluding section of thc paper I indicate, in very
rudimentar>' tcrms, what might be donc about this situation in Uic pursuit of a more
adequate critical realism in this context.

Bevond Westphalia: Tomards a Cr*t*cal Realesm in Australian Foreign P>oilu

On Uic basis of what has gone beforc a reorientation of theor>' and practice would
seem sensible and necessar>' ini Uic Australian foreign policy contcxt. I Uic short
tcrm this reorientation nced flot be terribly radical and it should not undermine the
best efforts of those who have already genuinel>' sought to reoricat our perspectives
on ourselves and Uic once threatcning Others in Uic AsialPacific region. I particular
it is vital that we remamn engaged in the AsiafPacific region and that wc maintain
good relations wiUi socicties such as Indonesia. It is important too that a cooperatwve
approach wo securit>' rcmain central wo policy planning and that thc gcncral principlca
of openness and flexibilit>' be applicd wo our global and regional relations.

On thc Indonesia issue, nevcrthelcss, there is room. for manoeuvre beyond the
parameters of Uic prescrit policy 'art of Uic possible', involving in thc first instance



Morever, ini the Indonesian context, there are alternative recipients of our policy
attention who, via their pluralist inclinations, could perhaps salve our policy
conscience while providing a longer-terni basis for a regional 'special. relationship'.
Ini recent years, for example, a range of dissenting groups have emerged nmade up of
NGO activists, students, Islaniic leaders, disaffected former governient figures and
increasing numnbers of workers and Labour activists. The establishment of Forum
Demokrasi, bringing together religious and community leaders has also provided.
impetus to a growing opposition movement in Indonesia, while the emnergence of
Megawati Sukarnoputri and Amien Rais have provided important figureheads for the
urban middle classes and the moderate Islaniic commumty more generally.

None of this suggests that Indonesia is on the verge of transition to (Western-style)
democratic governiment. It suggests, rather, that the Suharto led government is
increasingly umable to contain pluralistic forces within Indonesian society and that
Australia needs to be strategically astute as to the future implications of any changes
that might eventuate. Unfortunately, Australian foreign policy appears effectively
blind to this. situation while others, in particular the United States, pursue a"two
boats" approach to Indonesia which includes an expansion of links with opposition
groups and an active engagement with other than the ruling state hierarchy.
Meanwhile, Australia's ambassador to Indonesia explicitly rejects such a course of
action in favour of a rigid status-quo doctrine based on the order imperative and
support for traditional elites. 90

The short-term, practical reorientation of policy sketched out above is based on a
flexible, pragmatic approach to contemporary circumstance which, 1 suggest, is more
consistent with a notion of critical realism in Australian foreign policy than is the
wobbly synthesis of traditional and 'new' thinldng which has effectively embedded. in
place the Westphalian model into the 1990s. It is also more consistent with the



conceptual and strategic space for a more secure integration into the Asia/Pacific
region.

What I have ini mind here, in relation to the Indonesian example above, is a subtle but
crucial shift in focus, which in no way ignores the incidence of 'external' conflict
among the global elite states, but wbich places much more significance upon the
everyday realities of life inside those soceties most significant to our regional. future.
Special attention might then be paid to the often subtle indicators of change taldng
place in what to a great extent remain allen 'black-boxes' for most Australians. As
somc pioneering works of this kind have iliustrated such inquiries can reveal a flot so
endcaring reality. 91 On the other hand, as even the sketch of the Indonesia situation
above indicates, there is evidence flot only of embedded corruption and repression but
also of increasing space for a more participatory political arena, where the influences
of a globalised economy and world order might be managed in favour of the great
majority of Indonesia's peoples rather than just its ruling clique.

This is a space beginning to emerge in other areas of the Asia/Paciflc to the extent
that the IR mainstream in Australia (including its neo-liberal offshoot) can no longer
assume a static 'recurrence and repetition" as the (Westphalian) foundation of their
foreign policy planning. It is an important space for Australian Society also, because
it is i this space that Australia's sense of its future self and its relationship with the
region more generally might indeed prosper and develop. Ini the current Australian
context this might allow the IR clite, and the general community, to contemplate more
seriously official rhetoric about our future as part of Asia, and to just as seriously
ponder the implications of a recent proposition that, in the next millenmium, the
'West', or more speciflcally the United States "wil flot be calling the shots". 92

Tis, of course, is whcre even a modcrately critical realism verges on the heretical in
the Australian context - when thc question is raised of whether it is actually i our
interests te continue te dling to thc global coat tails of thc USA, of whether we
actually need a US protector, of whether Uic conts outweigh thc benefits of thc
ANZUS alliance. These, nevertheless, are crucial and timely questions for Australian
society to ask in the late 1990s as itconfronts, at last, an identity beyondthe British
Monarchy.

91As ini the wok of Robison and Goodinan. fli New Rich in opi 0. cit. 1996; and G. Roda>,
Poldwal- Azàini -. .op. cit. 1996

92See J. Gray "Ibe West Do LongeCali>g dh. Shots" op. cit. 1997; amdin> more general tennuse S.
Fitzgerald, Is Auuma axAsan C.aMI (Sydney: Allen and Uni>w, 1997)



The SAP finds at least thrc major problems with this agenda which, it must be
remnembercd, is an integral feature of the purportcd 'new mind-sct' of the 1990s. The
first, is that it requires the procurement of (mainly US) weapons systems designed for
long-range strike and inderdictive strategies (c.g. F11 l's, missile carrying frigates and
long-range submanines) which, because of their cost, limits the numbers we can buy
and constrains the ovcrall effectivity of the Australian Defence Forces (ADF) ini
carrying out their designated tasks. The second, that with the focus still effectively on
traditional security concerns and traditional horizons, the capacity of the ADF to deal
with the much more likely threats to Ausiralia's sovereign territory (smuggling,
drugs, illegal immigration) is, seriously impaircd. The third, and perhaps mýost
obvious ini the context of this section of the paper, is that Australia's defence and
security agenda can look menacing and provocative from the perspective of our
regional neighbours, who heur much about cooperation and integration but who sec
Australia continuing to spend approximately as much on defence as ail of the ASEAN
states combined, and continuing to arm itself with wcapons dcrived, primarily, frm
the US global arsenal.

The SAP response is designed to enhance strategies of cooperation and integration
while enhancing Australian security in the post-Cold War era. Ibis it seeks to do by
rejecting the traditional 'expeditionary force mentality' ini favour of a smaller, more
precisely trained ADF, concerned with the defence of Australia and its immediate
maritime surrounds, and a reliance on non-military projects of cooperation and
integration within the Asia/Paciflc region. This, it suggests, will allow for a cheaper,
yet more coherent approach to security and defence, less reliant on US weaponry and
geopolitical intent and more conducive to confidence-building measures in our
immediate neighbourhood.

The difference between this format and thoee represented by the 'cooperative
security' and 'open regionalism' policies is as much a difference of conceptual
horizons as strategic ones. In particular the SAP perspective emphasises an inclusive
approach to security and defence and to global politics i general, rather than one
which excludes so much, even while invoking notions of 'new mind-sets'. Ini tii



For ail the pronounicements of a new independent, more mature foreign policy
perspective in Australia in recent years there is littie evidence that these questions
have penetrated the consciousness of the IR mainstreamn where, it seems, faith in the
redemptive powers of the U.S. cavalry remains a source of solace in a changing
world. 93But if they are ailowed to penetrate, as I believe thcy must if Australia is to
grow and prosper ini the Asia/Pacific region, then a receding U.S. presence in theory
and practice might be the catalyst for a more substantial understanding of the peoples,
histories, cultures, languages and realities of those who inhabit this region (including
ourselves).

For those who would counter such a suggestion with the proposition that this
scenario would leave Australia even more vuinerable and defenceless than ever,
another heretical suggestion is apposite. It is that there is already an alternative
security and defence strategy designed to protect Australia from attack, which does
flot necessitate US involvement and which, by design, is much more consistent with a
'cooperative' approach to global and regional security than is the current policy
format. Developed i the late 1980s by a range of strategic analysts and concerned
citizens, the Secure Australia Project (SAP) has led a chequered existence sice and it
clearly is not without its problenis. 94Bu as a basis for reimagining an independent
Australian security agenda it has much to commend it, particularly at a moment i the
late 1990s with 'forward defence' themes again prominent i Government thinkiing.

1 can only touch on one element of the SAP here to illustrate this reimagining
potential. It concerns the innovative extra-dimensions it offers to the current sccurity
and defence format. On the defence theme, for example, while it meains a
commiuiment to a conventional military force structure, it questions the validity and
viability of the present agenda of 'dcfence-i-depth' (ah Uthe 'air-sca gap' strategy)
which, consistent with old assumptions and feurs, stil identifies Australia's arca of
potential threat as an area stretching 1,500 nautical miles from the Australian
coasiline and encompassing about 10% of the globe. 95

93As lu Defeuce Minister's RobertRay's offer in 1995 to thie US to extend is use of their sntwgic
bases ou Ausiralian oil ln ordoe once again to enfuicli a US miâtary preseuce lu the regiou. See P.
COurkeandD. Lague.«AunlaOffersUS MortUseof Bases"in Sy=MrinrHrl, Apil 21,
1995
94See G. CheSouisu and SL John Keide edS. Th e Ançll.illmdEitfm (Sydney: Pluto Press,



potentially catastrophic impact of a neo-liberal economnic agenda the SAP considers
the North/South divide, and processes of 'globalisation from below', as issues
intrinsic to Australian security and to its broader national and global interests.

At this point the SAP initiative remains stalled. To a large extent its major features
having been appropriated by the official policy community and integrated within the
liberal-realist format of 'cooperative security' and 'open regionalism', albeit without
the deep democratic commitments intrinsic to the SAP. There should be no real
surprise about this. To a very large extent the democratic preference has always been
a niissing critical dimension in the Westphalian tradition. Indeed, from its inception
in the mid-l7th century, the issue of demnocracy bas appeared in the Westphalian
lexicon as a signifier of danger - the danger of to0 muchfreedom.. The danger that
Spinoza and Hobbes warned of and which, the modemn state-system, dominated by the
great Western powers, bas always kept in check, cither militarily or via a model of the
real world in which, the democratic impulse remains a factor beyond the 'art of the
possible'. 96

In the late 1990s, nevertheless, Australians are now having to reassess the boundaries
of this Westphalian 'art of the possible' more seriously than most principaily because
the luck bas run out for the 'lucky country'. Where once a white skin and Anglo-
Celtic heritage was a passport to privilege, it is now more likely to be a burden to bc
borne ini a harsh future environment where others will increasingly demand the social
and economiec opportunities we have taken for granted. In this regard any critical
realist of Australian foreign policy will have to understand that we can no longer
merely meander along in the slipstreamn of the post-Westphalian grand-theory of
global order which for so long served our political and cultural interests. That,
instead, issues of grinding, relentless poverty, environmental degradation, migration
fiows, land rights for indigenous people, gender disparities and the destruction of
community life, among many other 'peripheral' issues, must now be regarded as first-
order factors i Australian foreign policy. A critical realismn must recognise that this
is the case flot because of some idealistic (and patronising) conccrn for the
downtrodden, but because, as the Commnision on.Glaly Golernn report starkly
illustrates, the fate of Australians in the future is inexorably bound up with the fate of
ail of the peoples of the Asia/Pacific and the world, flot just its technocrats of
globalisation, nor its present ruling elites.

960n the question of democracy and the Westplîlian ufdon inua globaing woeld, s A. Mgrew
e&. 2]Th foeIanof em=aý Mton Keyns: The Open Univesity, 1997); sc. also E.
Dapno, "An Alternative WorMd Or<cr and the Mcaning of Democrawy" in J. Brocher, et ai eds. op. cît.
(1993)
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